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The Private, Exclusive Guide for Serious Divers

Two Fish Divers, Lembeh and Bunaken, Indonesia
a two-resort budget combo with tip-top diving

Dear Fellow Diver:

Two Fish Divers offers a great high-value “budget” 
opportunity to dive both the world-class muck of the 
Lembeh Strait, and, at their second resort, the splen-
did walls of Bunaken. I jumped on the deal, knowing it 
would be without the luxurious add-ons found through-
out Indonesia for the high-end diving market. However, 
traveling alone, I didn’t need much. And, what a price! 
About $150/day for accommodations, meals, and three 
dives a day, including nitrox. This would be my third 
trip to these Two Fish Divers resorts.

First stop, Two Fish Divers, Lembeh, with perhaps 
the best muck diving in the world, and Two Fish guides 
did a great job leading me to the many critters there. 
(I spent three days there and 11 days at Two Fish 
Divers Bunaken). For my first Lembeh dive, I climbed 
aboard their sturdy, wooden Indonesian dive boat with 
five other divers for a ride (10-15 minutes normally) 
to the dive site. After being put into groups of three, 
each with a guide, I dropped to 50 feet(15m), where 
immediately I began seeing muck’s famous critters: 
first a colorful painted white frogfish; then, while 
my buddies were busy with a ghost pipefish, I got good 
shots of a blue-ringed octopus, a highly toxic little 
fellow, should 
one stick a 
finger in its 
mouth. A few 
yards farther, 
a football-
sized cuttle-
fish lay half-
buried in the 
black volcanic 
sand, and then Cottages are similar at both resorts

http://www.undercurrent.org
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I came upon 
a beautiful 
purple anem-
one nesting 
two Clarkii 
clownfish. 
After that 
dive, it 
was biscuits 
and cookies, 
fruit, tea, 

and water before the next.

During the slow and relax-
ing Lembeh diving, I encoun-
tered exciting varieties of 
frogfish (the hairy species 
was especially fun), ghost 

pipefish, common and pigmy seahorses, anemone and clownfish, cuttlefish (flamboyant 
and regular), dragonettes, waspfish, gurnards, nudibranchs galore, stonefish, scor-
pionfish, two-spotted gobies, spearing mantis shrimp, whacking mantis shrimp, tiny 
boxfish, squid, and the wonderpus and mimic octopus. 

The dive guides at both resorts are PADI Rescue Divers. They asked that we 
limit dives to 75 minutes or 600psi (40bar), whichever comes first. With no more 
than four guests per guide, they matched me with other nitrox divers with similar 
air consumption and interests. At Lembeh, they were expert macro-critter spotters, 
but I was a little dismayed that they handled frogfish with their pointers for the 
photographers. (I mentioned this to the dive managers.) 

One afternoon, we were docked at a pier, and nearby schools of colorful, syn-
chronized razor fish swayed in the surge right after I jumped in. I got shots of 
two rogue mandarin fish in staghorn coral, unusual since it usually takes a dusk 
dive to spot them.

After two dives on my third day (three days of muck diving is enough for me), 
I was transferred by boat, van, and boat again to Bunaken. It was the first two 
weeks of February, and though the weather had been great in Lembeh, it rained in 
Bunaken nearly day-and-night for another six days. We avoided certain dive sites 
until the water cleared. On my five previous trips to Indonesia during “the rainy 
season,” it only rained a day or so each time. 

The resorts are similar -- even the cottages are the same -- and run the same 
way. My cottages were comfortable and clean, with a big shower/bathroom area a 
step down. (The superior cottages are a little larger and provide hot decanted 
water for tea/coffee.) They have 
no a/c (one reason the price is 
low), but I was comfortable with 
the fan. Bring microfiber clothing, 
as it’s so humid cotton doesn’t 
dry well. The beds were good, and 
a hammock adorned my porch at both 
locations, delightful for an after-
noon nap. Bunaken has a nice salt-
water pool and many places to hang 
out in hammocks or lounge chairs.

Underwater, Bunaken’s lush 
walls were populated with many 
species of coral, but soft corals 
were not as profuse as in Raja Sturdy wooden Indonesian dive boats
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Diving in Lembeh Can Be Infectious!
Don’t expect the water at Lembeh Strait to be gin-

clear . On my first of many trips, the Danish dive guide’s 
briefing was memorable . He said that if we saw some 
trash on the seabed, it was probably an animal, but if it 
were really trash, it would certainly have an animal liv-
ing in it . 

That did not prepare me for what I encountered as I 
dropped down through the water . It was nothing more 
than a trash heap . After spending so much dive time 
on beautiful coral reefs, I wondered what I was doing 
there . After all, I had turned up with an underwater 
camera set up for wide-angle shots and ended up taking 
pictures of divers looking at things through magnifying 
glasses . 

The Lembeh trash heap has been piling up with 
human rubbish since the beginning of history . The 
Strait is a narrow waterway between the island of 
Lembeh and North Sulawesi near the city and busy 
port of Bitung, which are at the southern end of the 
Strait . The prevailing current pushes through from the 
Molucca Sea towards the Celebes Sea . 

Humans have regularly tossed their unwanted trash 
into the river and the ocean, and it has accumulated 
on the black volcanic sand . The rivers, as they do in 
third world countries, carries human and animal waste 
(including E . coli), and agricultural runoff such as pes-
ticides . The port and heavy boat traffic provide their 
own brand of pollution, one source being marine anti-
fouling paints .

The sea there is also rich in nutrients, and the 
marine life has evolved to survive in the trash-laden, 
nutrient-rich environment . It has become the unde-
niable the muck diving capital of the world and the 
place by which other muck diving destinations are 
judged . Larry Smith, the famous Texan dive guide (now 
deceased), was fond of saying, “Things are smaller 
round here!” 

However, there is an unsavory element of diving 
Lembeh, which I learned the hard way when I removed 
my mask underwater to scrub the inner side of the 
glass . Within a day, I was suffering from an almighty eye 
infection that closed one eye completely and threat-
ened the cancelation of the next part of my trip, to the 

then-unheard-of diving destination — Raja Ampat .

What to do? Luckily, there was a doctor with me 
who diagnosed a lacrimal duct infection and prescribed 
the antibiotic ciprofloxacin . I went to a pharmacy in 
Manado and bought a course for US$4 . 

We and our readers have noted problems before . In 
2007, Undercurrent writer Doc Vikingo wrote, “Infections 
are not uncommon for divers doing the Lembeh Strait, 
other areas of Sulawesi and Indonesia in general . 
There are reports that E . coli levels are increasing in the 
Bunaken marine recreational areas . Because Lembeh’s 
famed muck diving is done close to shore, it’s also near 
lots of dumped trash and runoff from nearby land, 
including human waste . Often it’s just plain nasty . You 
may see and smell strong substances like petroleum, 
but there’s lots more infectious material that you can’t 
see or smell . The high temperatures and humidity typi-
cal of Sulawesi and other areas of Indonesia are strong-
ly predisposed to promoting infections, both bacterial 
(such as E . coli) and fungal .” 

In October 2013, subscriber Mona Cousens (Santa 
Barbara, CA) reported, “Lembeh has some serious bac-
terial problems with the water . Every time I go there, I 
get skin rashes or staph infection .”

In July 2014, an Undercurrent travel writer reported, 
“The warm waters may predispose some divers to exter-
nal ear canal infections .”

So, when traveling to Lembeh or other areas such as 
The Philippines, it would be wise to consult with your 
doctor beforehand and determine whether you should 
carry a broad-spectrum antibiotic or other drugs . 
Should you develop an infection or an illness, your dive 
resort manager should be able to get appropriate medi-
cine . After all, you won’t be the first case .

Meanwhile, at Lembeh, keep your regulator in your 
mouth, your mask on your face, and treat any skin abra-
sions with antiseptic .

That said, the muck diving in Lembeh Strait is itself 
infectious for serious divers . Many return again and 
again, and few have problems .

— John Bantin

Ampat or Komodo. Still, the multi-colored coral landscape is intricate and stun-
ning. Giant elephant ears, two-meter-wide fans, barrel sponges the size of garbage 
cans and tube sponges were everywhere. Little intricate corals and sea squirts 
formed a beautiful, rich and diverse palate to explore carefully up close. Fish 
life on the walls were four times that of anywhere in the Caribbean and as good as 
the west coast of Cebu in the Philippines or Wakatobi. 
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The dive boats, identical 
at both locations, are roomy 
and sturdy wooden Indonesian 
craft powered by outboards, and 
each handles about 10 divers. 
The crew loaded everyone’s gear 
and set it up in the midsec-
tion. To enter the water, I 
backrolled off the gunnels. I 
climbed back in via a sturdy 
wooden ladder after the crew 
hauled up my gear. Lembeh’s 
water was always flat, but the 
Bunaken boats dragged a line to 
help in rough water. In fact, 
that rough water once caught me 

off guard as I was standing in the head eliminating the extra fluid that accumu-
lated during my dive. Unexpectedly, the boat rocked violently, and my arm swung to 
catch myself. I scraped it hard on a rusty nail. I was glad I had updated my teta-
nus shot at home, but applied triple antibiotic ointment for three days. As for 
that nail, I pointed it out, but it was still there on my last day.

There was plenty of food, basic and tasty, though with little variety, served 
buffet-style in a large dining hall at two long tables. By looking at the meals 
as “food for fueling dives,” I got by just fine. Breakfast would be eggs to order, 
pancakes, French toast (no meats), noodle soup, 
corn flakes, cocoa puffs, toast, tea, and fruit. 
Coffee is Indonesian-style (like a French press 
without the press). You put a spoonful of coffee in 
hot water, stir and wait for the grounds to settle. 
You can get filtered coffee from the bar for $1.25. 
I’m bringing my own cone filter and coffee on my 
next trip.

Lunches at 1.00 p.m. always offered locally 
caught fish, sometimes nice and moist, sometimes 
dry. Rice, noodles, salad and a vegetable like 
Indonesian spinach, sweet potato, greens in coconut 
sauce, green beans or tender bamboo shoots were a 
part of every meal. Suppers began with a delicious 
soup, then a chicken, pork, fish, sliced beef or 
vegetarian option -- like tempeh or eggs -- salad, 
rice, noodles, and two types of veggies. Desserts 
were fruit (try the snakefruit -- it tastes like an 
apple/pear combo), mousse, banana fritters or bread 
pudding squares. 

Soft drinks and Bitang beer and even Guinness 
in cans were reasonably priced (there is no wine or hard liquor). The dive guides 
and other resort locals made palm wine and mixed it with cola, often sharing 
it for free around the nice little exterior bar at night, where I’d head after 
dinner. I’d discuss the day’s dives as well as dive experiences with the inter-
national crowd, mainly Europeans (Finland, England, Scotland, Germany, Belgium, 
China, and Korea). Five twenty-something Danes were there for certification. 
Yvonne, the tech diving instructor, also joined us in the bar each night to tell 
stories and discuss dive experiences around the world. 

One Aussie I dived with had just finished his tech diving training with 
Yvonne, using heavy dual side-mounted tanks, so he buddied up with me and another 
diver on a Bunaken wall dive. With only one tank this time, he had seriously 

Two Fish Divers, Lembeh, 
and Bunaken, North 
Sulawesi, Indonesia

Diving (Experienced)  . . . . . . . .HHHHH

Diving (Beginners)  . . . . . . . . . . . .HHHHH

Snorkeling  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HHHH

Accommodations  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HHH ½

Food  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HHH

Services and attitude  . . . . . . .HHHH ½

Money’s worth  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HHHHH 

H = poor HHHHH= excellent

Worldwide scale

Two Fish Divers pier, Lembeh
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underweighted himself. Our guide gave 
him an extra two kilos, but he still 
couldn’t get down, so he basically 
stayed above us on the reef for 60 
minutes at 15-30 feet (5 - 9m). We 
had a good laugh together afterwards. 
He had made more than 2,000 dives, 
but we all make mistakes.

At both resorts, the local 
Indonesian dive guides, supervised 
by ex-pat instructors, were great 
at spotting small stuff. (The guides 
rotate between the resorts, so you 
can’t count on the same guides each 
visit.) At Bunaken, I often had my 
own guide because there were many 
divers in training and I was the only 
one on nitrox. Once, while the boat 
was going about three knots, one young 
man dipped his mask in the water, and 
it was ripped from his hand. My guide 
and I were ready to go, so the boat 
stopped, and we backrolled in to look 
for it. No such luck. It was a rental 
mask, and the trainee was required to 
buy one for the resort. I had to rent 
a pressure gauge from the resort and 
borrow a Shearwater hoseless computer 
from my Aussie Tech buddy, since my 
Scubapro Galileo malfunctioned. I 
found a hairline crack that flooded 
it, but I liked the Shearwater so 
much, that’s what I bought when I 
arrived home.

A typical Bunaken dive was 65-70 minutes along a wall at 75 feet (23m), with 
visibility ranging 50-75 feet (15-23m) in 84°F (29°C) water. I would see up to 10 
turtles per dive, paddling alongside the beautiful, eye-popping corals and seast-
ars thriving in the complex wall, laced with large barrel sponges, big fans, and 
multi-colored sea stars, a great place for wide-angle shots. With my dive light, I 
took my time searching the nooks and crannies in these great walls, finding eels, 
crocodile fish, and plenty of nudibranchs. 

Schools of black and red-
toothed triggerfish, butter-
flyfish, fusiliers, chromis, 
and surgeonfish roamed the 
reefs, and occasionally I 
spotted unicorn fish, bumphead 
wrasse and anemones with tiny 
shrimp, crabs, and clownfish 
(pink, salmon, Clarkii, true). 
In 11 days, I saw only about 
half a dozen white-tips, all 
cruising off the wall at 
120 feet (36m). On one night 
dive, I got shots of crabs, 
pygmy cuttlefish, happy bug-
eyed shrimps, and even a Saltwater pool at Two Fish Divers, Bunaken

Respect That Lobster
When it comes to cooking fresh lobster, the Swiss are 

now saying: We feel your pain . A law took effect March 
1 that bans cooking a live lobster by tossing it into a pot 
of boiling water . The Swiss say it’s cruel and lobsters can 
sense pain . Instead, the law says before cooking, render 
them unconscious — either by electrocution or sedat-
ing the lobster by dipping it into saltwater and then 
thrusting a knife into its brain are the recommended 
techniques . 

The lobster legislation that boils down to a pain-free 
death is research- driven, including a study by Queen’s 
University in Belfast (UK), that found crustaceans are 
sentient creatures . “These studies show that lobsters, 
like other animals, experience pain, and distress,” said 
Stefan Kunfermann, a Swiss government spokesman .

The law also stipulates that lobsters must be trans-
ported to their final Swiss destination in their natural 
environment — seawater — rather than on ice .

State officials will be responsible for enforcement, 
and Kunfermann said offenders could land in hot water, 
with sentences of up to three years in prison .

“Globally, Switzerland is in the forefront of animal 
welfare legislation,” said Antoine Goetschel, founder of 
the Global Animal Law Association .

 (From a report in USA Today)
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couple of mandarin gobies. There is no camera 
room at either resort (remember, this is a 
budget operation), but they gave me an extension 
cord with multiple plugs to use in my cottage. 

Bram, Bunaken’s concierge, was very kind 
and considerate, and the entire staff, espe-
cially the women at the front desk, was friendly 
and responsive. The British owners live in Bali, 
leaving management in the capable hands of the 
resort manager, Nona, who has been there eight 
years. Markus, the dive manager, had a great 
sense of humor and the patience of a saint han-
dling the various skill levels of the divers, 
from Chinese beginners who spoke little English, 

to British veterans on their 10th visit to Bunaken. A Danish mom and her 13-year-
old were both certified while I was there, an experience of a lifetime for them.

 The hard-working guides did all the heavy lifting and equipment setup/wash 
down. They were careful handling my big camera rig, which they stowed in a big 
plastic tub on board. I tipped my guide $4/day, which I was told by the instruc-
tors was generous, and put $100 in the group tip jar to be shared by the staff 
at Christmas. All the guides were heavy smokers, and puffed on the stern of the 
dive boat or even on its roof. At night in the bar, where some guides sang, played 
guitar or stand-up box bass and joined in the fun, smoke filled the air. Clearly, 
the tobacco companies’ efforts to target the Third World has, unfortunately, 
worked well among Indonesian men. 

Two Fish Divers fills a nice and necessary niche, not only for newcomers, but 
also for us older divers not wanting to spend $400-$500/night for great Indonesian 
diving. It’s every bit as good as the very expensive Wakatobi (which is about four 
times more expensive than Two Fish or even Philippines resorts, which may be twice 
as much. In fact, Two Fish is a better financial deal, with far better diving than 
any Caribbean destination, as long as you can cope with the 30-plus hours it takes 
to get there.

So, I’ll return to Two Fish for their comfortable cottages, good basic meals, 
and easy, rich diving. However, I might try the dry season next time to get more 
sunlight on those pretty reefs.

-- D.S.

Our undercover diver’s bio: “I got the diving bug watching Sea Hunt as a kid, got certified in 1983, but didn’t 
start diving the world until 1991 . I’ve logged more than 1,200 dives in the Caribbean, Indonesia, Australia, Tahiti, 
Palau, PNG, Maldives and the Philippines . While I love the convenience of liveaboards, I also enjoy resorts for their 
relaxing pace and beauty . My life goal is to dive on my 90th birthday . (Only 24 years to go!)”

Divers Compass: Getting to Manado, North Sulawesi, requires a stop-
over in Singapore, Jakarta or Bali, where an overnight is neces-
sary, then a direct flight to Manado ... Two Fish staff met me at 
the airport and whisked me to their Lembeh resort, which included 
a short boat ride from the town of Bitung. (It’s a 30-minute boat 
ride from the main Manado dock to their Bunaken resort.) ... Batik 
Air has a non-stop from Jakarta to Manado that arrives about 2:30 
p.m., just in time for the 4 p.m. transfer to Lembeh or Bunaken 

... Traveling alone, I spent about $150/night for 15 nights and 14 dive days, 
including all diving, food, and transfers. I typically dove three times per day, 
with nitrox costing a little extra ... The local massage woman, a villager, gives 
a good in-room massage (you wear your swimsuit) and will set you back only $12! 
www.twofishdivers.com/diving-manado/lembeh-straits.

The Two Fish Divers’ dive boat, Bunaken

http://www.twofishdivers.com/diving-manado/lembeh-straits
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St. Vincent, Maldives, Roatan, Belize
                                         destinations for everyone

In planning my dive trips, I think about them in 
modules that, summed up, can make or break the 
trip: the journey, the accommodations, the weather, 
the food, the facilities, the attitudes of the staff and 
even our fellow divers . And, most importantly, the 
diving . However, if any aspect is sufficiently bad, it 
can taint the experience .

The full trip, of course, is always full of com-
promises, and I’m accustomed to putting up with 
imperfections if the diving is good, though these 
days it is at times less than it 
was cracked up to be . 

I want to report on experi-
ences from some of our fel-
low subscribers, to highlight 
a few destinations you might 
keep in mind for your next 
trip, a few you may not, and, 
of course, problems we all 
face as we plan our compro-
mises .

Gareth Richards 
(Loveland, OH) stayed 
at the Belize Ocean Club 
in Placentia in February 
and dived with Belize 
Underwater . He loved the 
resort, the pool and that 
there was a dive shop on site . 
Nevertheless, what caught my 
eye is that the dive operator has a problem at hand, 
and they’re charging their customers to help solve 
it .

You see, Richards was surprised and disap-
pointed at the infestation of lionfish . To help 
with the scourge, he and his pals asked to borrow 
spears and Hawaiian slings to hunt them, but were 
shocked that the shop had the temerity to charge 
then for the spears when it was clearly to their 
advantage to have their customers help eradicate 
the aliens . Still, Richards went for it, and a local 
restaurant prepared the fillets for them, but the 
spear gun charge left him with a bad taste . Belize 
Underwater needs to get a clue about encouraging 
their tourists to lend a hand to keep these nasty 
predators off the reefs . www.belizeoceanclub.com 
www.belizeunderwater.com

And, destinations change, not always for the bet-
ter . Gary and Robin Schiendelman (Limerick, PA) 

booked a trip to Itza Lodge on Belize’s Long Caye 
in February, based on good reports in Undercurrent 
from two years earlier . However, once there, they 
were disappointed to discover that the ‘rustic’ 
resort effectively had no manager . While many of 
the staff were clearly helpful and knew their jobs, 
the owner soon headed back to the mainland .

The lack of communication became evident 
when one day they couldn’t dive because the dive 
boat had left to pick up incoming guests . They 

had a sometimes unreli-
able engine on a small 
unshaded vessel with a 
marine radio with a sig-
nal inadequate to reach 
the resort . They were 
not surprised to discover 
later that the resort was 
for sale . Itza Lodge was 
a great find when we 
discovered it . No more . 
https://itzalodge.com

On the other hand, 
things can be just as good 
as ever . John Brodnax 
(The Hills, TX) enthused 
about the diving out of 
Turneffe Island Resort in 
Belize in February, making 
it sound just as it was when 

I dived it 20 years before . In fact, I can just about 
say that “The Elbow” is perhaps the single best dive 
in the Caribbean . Brodnax dubbed it the Land of 
the Giants . “A Goliath grouper turned curiously 
to watch as I approached . Groups of large boxfish, 
midnight parrotfish, and black grouper . At one 
safety stop, I found perhaps a hundred large per-
mit swimming nearby .” It’s a fishy dive, always with 
something new . www.turnefferesort.com

The staff can make all the difference to the way 
you feel about your trip . Brent Woods (Deep River, 
ON) felt let down by Buddy Dive Resort in Bonaire 
during a trip in February . Serious divers don’t like 
to be talked down to, and he found the attitude of 
the staff less than endearing:

“The negative experience started with the lec-
ture by the dive shop manager . This long-winded 
orientation alternated between threatening us with 
confiscation of gear and other legal penalties if we 

Your Travel Reports Are 
Important 

Your unedited travel reports are the life-
blood of Undercurrent, and your help makes 
Undercurrent unique . We want to spread the 
word about your trips, whether good or bad 
or both . Don’t hold back — tell all! There 
are nearly 10,000 such reports now recorded 
and it’s a vast and ever-growing resource 
of information that you can see online at 
the Undercurrent website, and in our annual 
Chapbook . We need to keep it up-to-date so 
your most recent trip experience is really of 
consequence . It’s easy to file a report using the 
online form at https://goo.gl/cEJt1m

http://www.belizeoceanclub.com
http://www.belizeunderwater.com
http://www.turnefferesort.com
https://goo.gl/cEJt1m
https://itzalodge.com/
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touch the coral or other marine life and pushing 
diving courses . We were not asked to show our cer-
tification cards or logbooks  .  .  . The weight room 
was poorly stocked in sizes, and the staff were far 
from helpful . I heard the dive manager insult a cli-
ent over the amount of weight he requested  .  .  . A 
checkout shore dive was mandatory before being 
allowed to do a boat dive . After the intimidating 
briefing, you would have expected that there would 
have been divemasters in the water with us for the 
checkout dive, but this was not the case .” 

Now, I’ve not seen that attitude often, but I have 
reported on it .  Typically, it’s newer staff thinking 
because they have just been trained they know it 
all, but whatever the case at Buddy Dive, it’s not 
an acceptable state of affairs for their clients, who 
are most typically professional people who don’t 
tolerate similar attitudes in their working life . 
www.buddydive.com

Maybe the staff is too accustomed to inexpe-
rienced cruise ship divers . After all, Bonaire is 
an extremely popular stop-off for cruise liners 
around Christmas, but Teresa McCanlies (Houston, 
TX) was shocked in February at the number of 
mega vessels that docked smack in the middle of 
Bonaire’s marine park . “What a joke! Why bother 
telling divers “no gloves, no touching” when mega 
vessels are cruising destructively through the park? 
They could lay offshore and deliver cruise pas-
sengers by tender . But I suspect the dockage fee 
per passenger would be less . So yes, by all means, 
let’s just destroy the environment for a bit more 
money .” She stayed at the Divi Flamingo . www.divi-
resorts.com/divi-flamingo-beach-resort-bonaire.htm

Moreover, the onslaught of tourists shows up 
in other ways, as noted by Theodore C . Recupero 
(Kantosh, UT), who was in Roatan, Honduras, in 
December . He raved about his hotel, the Mayan 
Princess/Las Sirenas Resort, and its beautiful 
grounds that would put an English gardener to 
shame . He thought the pool a work of art and his 
room like a slice of heaven! That said, “the one 
real issue is that there are oodles of resorts along 
this beach, maybe 50 dive boats, mostly diesel, or 
so I could think based on the taste and smell of 
the water . On one site, the wreck, there were four 
boats tied up, and I really think we jumped into a 
slick .”  www.mayanprincess.com/las-sirenas-by-mayan-
princess

But one Caribbean destination I’ve always loved, 
with quite good diving, has managed to keep 
off the beaten track: the “Critter Capital of the 
Caribbean,” St . Vincent, as it was billed by the ven-
erable Bill Tewes . He may not be there anymore, 

but fine diving is, as Lisa Jabusch and Steve Nieters 
(Mount Juliet, TN) can confirm . They dived with 
Bill Tewes’ Dive St. Vincent in January and stayed 
at the Paradise Beach Hotel, found the hotel ser-
vice just so-so, and noted that the more comfort-
able lounge chairs on the verandah were sold to 
day-trippers . That said, it was their first exposure 
to critter diving — it is not so much in the muck 
as it is in the Lembeh straits — and they say it 
won’t be their last visit . Take a magnifying glass . 
www.paradisesvg.com www.divestvincent.com 

Looking for something different in the way of 
diving? It may be a lot colder than the Caribbean, 
but volcanic Iceland is unique both above and 
below the surface . At Silfra, you can dive in the 
incredibly clear but cold fresh water in the rift 
between two continents (you’ll need to hire a warm 
drysuit) or you can visit the Stryton vertical geo-
thermal chimney in the Eyiafjordur Fjord . It is the 
one of the few known diveable ones in the world, 
most being beyond diving depth on the ocean 
floor . It was discovered in the 1980s and is now a 
declared protected zone . Warm up later in the Blue 
Lagoon geothermal spa .

Andrew Falconer (Bunbury, WA) did just that 
last August, when he stayed at the Strytan Dive 
Centre and the Hotel Akureyri . Iceland makes a 
convenient stopover during a trip to Europe or the 
Middle East . www.strytan.is  www.hotelakureyri.is

Not many Americans consider visiting the 
Egyptian Red Sea, but it’s the primary diving 
destination for Europeans, not the least because 
it’s incredibly inexpensive . Harvey S . Cohen 
(Middletown, NJ) took the plunge and booked a 
trip on the MV.Emperor Superior in February . He 

A New Feature for Your Travel 
Reports

We all lead busy lives and we know what it’s like 
to get interrupted, especially when trying to marshal 
our thoughts for something like a Reader’s Report 
on a trip . Too often, in the past, people have lost 
what they wrote because they were stopped during 
the process . A new feature automatically saves what 
you’ve done so far whenever you hit the ‘Continue’ 
button . It means you can put a report together over 
several hours, or even days, if you wish, without the 
danger of your efforts being wasted . Just remember 
the number associated with your report, and it’ll 
pick up where you left off . Your reports are impor-
tant . Click here .

http://www.buddydive.com
http://www.diviresorts.com/divi-flamingo-beach-resort-bonaire.htm
http://www.diviresorts.com/divi-flamingo-beach-resort-bonaire.htm
https://goo.gl/XLHa2o 
http://www.mayanprincess.com/las-sirenas-by-mayan-princess
http://www.mayanprincess.com/las-sirenas-by-mayan-princess
http://www.paradisesvg.com
http://www.divestvincent.com
http://www.strytan.is
http://www.hotelakureyri.is
https://www.undercurrent.org/members/UCnow/SubRRTopMA.php
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said that the food on board was outstanding and 
the itinerary was a “screaming deal .” A seven-day 
all-found trip can be as little as a thousand bucks 
(based on two sharing an ensuite cabin) or even 
less . 

He reported being jumped on by two pods of 
dolphin at Sha’ab El Erg, dives with morays rang-
ing in size “from mouse to moose,” and repeated 
dives on the famous loaded WWII wreck of the 
SS Thistlegorm, as good as anything found in Truk 
Lagoon .  www.emperordivers.com

Further afield, the sister ship of the Superior, 
the MV Emperor Serenity was home to Ted Beamis 
(Gunnison, CO) when he visited the Maldives in 
January . It’s a season when the weather is most 
stable, but the currents are at their strongest — but 
that’s what brings in the bigger marine life . Ted 
reported, “Diving was great overall, with plenty 
of whitetip and grey reef sharks, oceanic mantas, 
numerous types of rays, ghost pipefish, stonefish, 
humphead wrasse and a few whale sharks, just to 
name a few of the highlights . One evening dive 
[at Alimatha] had us surrounded by a dozen or 
more of the largest puppy-dog nurse sharks I think 
you can find anywhere; tons of fun! Our manta 
encounters varied from brief sightings to almost 
using a whole tank watching them watching us .” 
www.emperordivers.com/liveaboards.php

It’s different strokes for different folks, and Jim 
Willoughby (Bend, OR) was disappointed with the 
diving in the Maldives in March . He shared his 
time between the liveaboard MV Carpe Diem and 
the island resort of Dhigali . 

He wrote, “The vis was bad to poor on all but 
about four dives . Most of the reefs were dead or in 
very poor shape . There was a significant amount 
of small to medium reef fish, but not a lot of large 
stuff, although we did have two very nice manta 
dives . The second manta dive was like going to 
Disneyland . There were so many dive boats on the 
site that it was crowded and uncomfortable . My big-
gest complaint about the Maldives is that with all of 
the islands and atolls to dive on, it seems that every 
dive op uses the same few dive sites, so there were 
frequently many other boats on the same site . On 
the one day that we looked for whale sharks, there 
were 22 boats at the same site!”

The marine park at the southern tip of Ari Atoll 
can be very popular with snorkeling boats since 
that’s where the whalesharks are reliably found in 
springtime . The astute liveaboard captain needs to 
pick his moment and avoid the middle of the day .

The Maldivian islands cover a huge area so can 
give very different experiences . Some atolls are 
more frequented than others . The ocean currents 
in the early part of the year bring high-voltage div-
ing with bigger marine life but can be a daunting 
experience for those who simply want to meander 
about a coral reef and in places those Maldivian 
reefs have really suffered from climatic change .
www.carpediemmaldives.com    www.dhigali.com

We might differ about what we want from the 
diving, but we can all agree when the accommoda-
tions aren’t up to much . Robert L . Short (Colorado 
Springs, CO) told the sorry tale of his stay at 

Diving Gear to Stand Well Clear Of!
Subscriber Bill Domb (Riviera Beach, FL) wrote to 

Undercurrent to alert us to yet another of those small 
cylinders with regulators designed to appeal to just 
about anyone wanting to tool around shallow waters . 
A plethora of these products, which can be danger-
ous for uninformed users, has 
been hitting the market, and 
we might expect a rise in lung-
expansion injuries, especially 
since pressure changes are the 
greatest in the shallows . The 
seductive allure for someone 
untrained in the art and sci-
ence of scuba might be fatal .

While some require a hand 
pump to refill the cylinder 

(good luck with that), the latest, SeaGow, for which 
there is a Kickstarter appeal for funds, uses a compres-
sor to provide 4500 psi (300bar) . For their “invest-
ments,” participants get to buy the device at deep 
discounts .

Besides our advice to stay away 
from buying or using one of these if 
you are not scuba certified (because 
of the insidious dangers of pulmo-
nary barotrauma, arterial gas embo-
lism, and emphysema), we suggest 
you stay well away from someone 
using such a high-pressure compres-
sor . A tank explosion could injure 
anyone incautious enough to be 
standing nearby .

https://www.emperordivers.com
http://www.emperordivers.com/liveaboards.php
http://www.carpediemmaldives.com
http://www.dhigali.com
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Badladz Divers in Puerto Galera (the Philippines) 
during January . 

“I usually do a lot of research before booking 
a place to stay, but this was a last-minute trip, and 
my options were limited — my bad!  The first 
room was small, and the a/c struggled .  The toilet 
didn’t work — the bowl float was broken — and I 
reported it but it was never fixed . The next day the 
electric water heater plug for the shower burned 
out, so no more hot water . Moved us to a different 
room after second night with better a/c, but the 
shower heater wouldn’t turn on, and the shower 
didn’t work at all — cold bucket showers! We woke 
up the third morning with no water in the room 
at all — told the desk, and they turned it back 
on — same thing the next few days — no water in 
the morning — hard to flush toilets without it .” Of 
course, one should always ask for another room 
if the one you’re given has problems, but it looks 
like Badladz had nothing but problem rooms . 
http://badladz.com/badladz-dive-resort

At least Gregg Backmeyer (Atlantis, FL) had 
a great time aboard the MV Palau Aggressor last 
December . He liked the way the stable twin-hulled 
boat was functional with an interesting hydraulic 

lift arrangement at the stern for lifting the dive 
boat onto the deck while the divers stayed on 
board . He didn’t care for the bunk beds, however, 
nor that it was impossible to charge his equipment 
in his cabin . Most liveaboards disallow this, how-
ever, because of the risk of fire .

“We did most of our Palau diving in the 
Philippine Sea . The reefs are in great shape — 
probably how many in the world were 40-plus years 
ago . The amount and different types of coral is 
incredible . The fish were thick, with many variet-
ies . We witnessed the red snapper spawn, which was 
unbelievable — this only happens two or three days 
a month, based upon the lunar cycle, so we were 
blessed . I can’t begin to describe this . They gave 
us three night dives and 25 dives in total . More 
than a few required the use of reef hooks due to 
the current . This diving is not for the beginner .” 
www.aggressor.com

And that’s it for this month . Please keep sending 
your trip reports .  Your fellow divers rely on them . 
And, thanks for being a subscriber . We can’t exist 
without you . 

 – Ben Davison

Suunto/Aqualung Computer Lawsuit Continues
One could be forgiven for thinking the lawsuit 

Ralph A . Huntzinger initiated in 2016 against Aqualung 
and Suunto was frivolous . You see, he had purchased 
a Suunto Cobra computer, but had never suffered 
any harm using it (he added a second plaintiff, Eric 
Bush, who also had not suffered harm) . Nonetheless, 
in his suit he said that he had come to learn that both 
Suunto and Aqualung (the Suunto distributor in the 
U .S . at that time) had knowledge that their computers 
were “defective and prone to malfunction, resulting in 
the dive computers providing inaccurate information 
regarding data such as dive depth, dive time, tank air 
pressure and remaining air time .” 

Huntzinger and Bush claimed that the “defendants 
received dive computers for repair from [other] con-
sumers who experienced permanent malfunction due 
to defective software and/or hardware  . . . If the comput-
er is within warranty, the defective computer is replaced 
with a new computer … the defective software/hard-
ware is unrepairable .”

The plaintiffs alleged that they would not have pur-
chased or used these dive computers had they known 
that they were “unsafe and unfit for their intended 
use .”

They brought the action on behalf of themselves 

and all others who purchased any Suunto dive comput-
er available at that time, alleging that each contained 
the same software and hardware that operates the com-
puter’s critical functions .

Suunto tried to dismiss the suit, contending that 
the plaintiffs had not sustained an injury and that 
Huntzinger’s belief that he cannot rely on his Cobra 
computer is nothing more than a hypothetical injury 
that may only happen if his device ever malfunctions .

The U .S . District Court in California didn’t buy that 
argument, and in January upheld their right to pursue 
the case .

So, we asked Tim Blood, Huntzinger’s California 
lawyer, what the plaintiffs were seeking . He replied that, 
“The lawsuit seeks a number of different forms of relief . 
It seeks refunds on behalf of all purchasers and an 
injunction requiring the defendants to warn all users of 
the problems with the dive computers to ensure no one 
relies on them .”

A judgment in favor of the plaintiffs could have 
serious ramifications for the diving industry . Not only 
would it affect a whole raft of Suunto diving computers, 
but also presumably those of Mares, Cressi, Atomic and 
others that have used a Wienke RGBM algorithm .

http://badladz.com/badladz-dive-resort
http://www.aggressor.com
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When Diving Disappoints
and big animals are a no-show

Back in 1992, I got a dive guide job on a British-
run Red Sea liveaboard, but before I joined the 
vessel, I found myself at a dive show enthusiastically 
selling trips to the coast of Eritrea that the vessel’s 
owner had just managed to get permission to dive . 

I boasted of untouched diving and the fact that 
there were reputed to be some never-dived Italian 
wartime wrecks in the Dahlak islands . 

When we finally got there, we did not get per-
mission to dive in the Dahlak islands and discov-
ered the only other attractive sites were Fawn Reef 
and Saunders Reef near the border with Sudan . 
The rest was the endlessly featureless sandy sea-
bed of the Dahlak bank . We compensated pas-
sengers either by slogging north to the Sudan or 
east to North Yemen . We should have done better 
research .

Nowadays, people sign up for trips to dive spe-
cific marine life phenomena, often forgetting that, 
for example, the Blue Planet II crew went to record 
the spawning of the grouper at Fakarava in French 
Polynesia, but it did not happen — so they were 
forced to return a year later . They had sufficient 
budget and the discipline to do that .

Dive tour operators promise schooling scalloped 
hammerheads . They don’t always turn up . They 
promise great hammerheads in Bimini, but the sea-
son for that is short . Even the Sardine Run off the 
east coast of South Africa doesn’t always happen 
to order . On my initial trip to Malpelo, Colombia, 
I never saw a shark, proof that you cannot rely on 
the marine life phenomenon to coincide with the 
short trip you might book . 

British diver Kevin Monaghan, from Blythe in 
the northeast of England, went on a liveaboard trip 
in 2013 hoping to dive with the massed mantas at 
Hanifaru . It’s a small bay about the size of a foot-
ball field that, when the wind is right, tends to col-
lect vast quantities of plankton that in turn attracts 
hordes of mantas . It’s a phenomenon that had 
become so popular, the Maldives government was 
forced (in 2012) to introduce strict rules regarding 

A Creative Way to Create Marine Parks and the U.S. Must Step Up
There is some amazing diving left in this world, 

if you can just get to it . The Seychelles, specifically, 
Aldabra Atoll in the Indian Ocean, is one of those 
places .

Years ago, the Fantasea II (now the Pelagian ) made 
regular visits, as did the Indian Ocean Explorer, until 
pirates captured it . Today, if you want to visit Aldabra, 
the only vessel seems to be the Galatea, a Turkish-built 
gulet sailing from Mahe with Diving Cruises Seychelles .

But, someday it may be the hot new destination, 
because the tiny tropical nation of the Seychelles’ para-
discical islands will create two huge new marine parks 
— in return for the Nature Conservancy paying off, 
at a discount, $22 million of its national debt to four 
European Countries . It will increase the Seychelles’ 
marine protected area from 0 .04 percent of its territo-
rial waters to as much as 30 percent .

The new parks include areas around the inner 
islands and the capital, Mahe, and the Admirantes to 
the Fortune bank, together with a second area around 

Aldabra, the world’s second-largest raised coral atoll, 
which rivals the Galapagos for ecological importance . 
In fact, it has a greater population of giant tortoises, 
and the waters are full of marine life . The new protect-
ed area around Aldabra is almost the size of Scotland 
and bans all extractive uses, from fishing to oil explora-
tion . 

Actor Leonardo DiCaprio, whose Foundation 
donated $1 million toward funding the debt swap, said: 
“These protections mean that all species living in these 
waters or migrating through them are now far bet-
ter shielded from overfishing, pollution, and climate 
change .”

During the Obama Administration, the U .S . was 
working toward a similar debt swap to expand marine 
parks in Palau and the Marshall Islands, but those plans 
are now on the back burner .

Debt swap is an excellent way to help small nations 
protect their waters . We divers must get behind it .

Stuart Cove, in the Bahamas, boasts you will 
get your money back if you don’t get to see a 
shark on one of his shark dives
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the number of boats allowed there at any one time 
and breath-hold diving only . 

But the wind had not been blowing in the right 
direction for many days before their arrival, and 
there was little plankton, and consequently, few 
mantas . On hearing this from other boats already 
waiting at Hanifaru, the captain decided on a total-
ly different route to known manta cleaning stations . 
Monaghan decided to sue the boat owner and the 
tour operator . He went away with a deal made on 
steps of the court!

In the Maldives, I signed up for a trip, which the 
Eurodivers dive center prudently called “Searching 
for Whale Sharks .” We saw and dived with several 
animals, but had they called it a “whale shark trip” 
and we’d been unlucky, would I have had grounds 
for compensation?

Marine life rarely turns up as ordered, and oper-
ators take an educated guess that can sometimes be 

misplaced . It’s the same with the weather . A boat 
is at the mercy of the ocean, and if sea conditions 
aren’t right, the trip might need to be adjusted or 
even postponed .

Then again, Stuart Cove, in the Bahamas, boasts 
you will get your money back if you don’t get to 
see a shark on one of his shark dives, but he’s been 
training them by feeding them in the same spot for 
years .

However, on most trips, we’re looking for certain 
animals that haven’t been orchestrated . So, what 
do you think? If you expect to dive with certain 
species and they’re a no-show during your trip, do 
you have grounds for a refund? Have you ever been 
disappointed in that way? Did you ask for com-
pensation or did you take it on the chin? Write to 
BenDDavison@undercurrent.org, not forgetting to 
add your town and state .

— John Bantin

Sending Your Sausage Safely
            letting them know where you are before you surface             

After a dive, attracting the attention of your 
pick-up boat when you’re at the surface can be 
crucial to your survival . Undercurrent often reports 
stories of divers who drift away because they aren’t 
spotted, so a using a device to 
make you easily seen, rather than 
just hoping your head poking 
through the waves is visible, is 
essential .

A safety sausage is the com-
mon attention grabber . In its 
simplest form, it is a long, thin 
plastic tube that one inflates at 
the surface by squirting air from 
the regulator (preferably the 
octopus) into it . 

Many liveaboard divers and 
others prefer a more sophisti-
cated safety sausage, a delayed 
surface marker buoy (DSMB) 
that can be sent to the surface 
while you are pausing at a safety 
stop (or even deeper) so that your boat driver is 
waiting for you when you hit fresh air . One holds 
a line attached to the open end of this surface 
marker buoy, and squirting air into it at 20 feet 
(6m) deep will send it to the surface . However, one 

must keep the line taut . Otherwise, it will fall over 
on the surface and soon be back to join you . Some 
of these delayed surface marker buoys have a small 
weight attached to prevent that from happening . 

Some have a small weight attached to 
the line so that you can drop it and not 
get entangled . (It’s often a good idea to 
flake the weighted line in a small pouch 
ready for use when you need it .) 

Of course, the loss of that weight and 
the buoyancy of ascending DSMB can 
cause problems . You don’t want to be 
dragged up by the ascending buoy . The 
trick is to deploy the buoy while staying 
exactly where you are in the water col-
umn . You should simply be able to con-
trol your buoyancy with your breathing .

Some DSMBs have a closed end, an 
over-pressure valve and an oral filling 
tube . You must take your regulator out 
of your mouth to blow into it, something 
that many divers are reluctant to do . 

Another design allows you to disconnect your 
BC hose and connect it to a DSMB . However, so 
attached, you could easily get dragged up with the 
buoy as it ascends – not a good idea!

mailto:BenDDavison@undercurrent.org,
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Usually divers use a DSMB in conjunction with 
a winder reel or a simple spool . After you send up 
the buoy, you can bring in the line during a con-
trolled ascent . Although you can send the DSMB 
up from a greater depth, you must 
be careful that the reel doesn’t jam 
or the spool doesn’t get tangled .

A cardinal rule: never attach the 
buoy, the reel or the line to your-
self or your other equipment when 
deploying a surface marker buoy .

Some DSMBs have an inflation 
device, either a CO2 cartridge or 
a small cylinder of air (sometimes 
called a crack-bottle) that you have 
previously filled from your tank . 
Launching these devices is simple .  
However, be aware that 1) the sud-
den loss of the crack-bottle weight 
will add to your buoyancy and 2) 
you risk entanglement with the 
line you  
attached to it .

The most popular design of DSMB is a long sau-
sage shape with a constricted opening so that air 
cannot escape at the surface . You can fill it from 
your tank via your octopus rig or your main regula-
tor, or exhale into it .

Entanglement is the biggest potential problem 
encountered by divers sending up buoys from 
depth . When stuffing your octopus into the open 
end of the sausage, both hands are busy, and the 
reel might release more line than you want . You 
need to be especially careful . Once you have inflat-
ed the DSMB, it will hurtle toward the surface, and 

you must be sure you won’t be dragged with it . The 
get this procedure right, practice it then stick with 
your method .

Another way to inflate a DSMB is to exhale into 
it . With the reel in your right hand, 
hold the open end of the unfurled 
buoy in your left hand, letting the 
buoy body float above you . Take 
a full breath from your regulator, 
adjusting your BC to counteract the 
increase in buoyancy . Turning your 
head to one side, breathe out, allow-
ing the exhaled air to route through 
the exhaust-T of the regulator into 
the open end of the sausage . Your 
buoyancy will not change because the 
air was either in you or the DSMB . 

You will have as much time as you 
need (without inhaling again) to get 
organized with the reel and send 
the DSMB on its way . Then continue 
breathing, which is easy because your 
regulator has never left your mouth! 
Well-practiced divers can even do this 

single-handed, holding the line on a spool in the 
same hand as the buoy to be released .

It is even easier to launch a DSMB from depth 
in this way because, for example, a DSMB only a 
quarter-filled with a small breathe at 100 feet (30m) 
will be full at the surface after the air expands . This 
is a common procedure for wreck divers .

By using a DSMB on a line, your pick-up boat 
will know exactly where you will be surfacing and 
your long waits worrying will be a thing of the past .

                                             — John Bantin

A Safety Sausage Can Save Your Life
The most dangerous thing you can meet diving is 

your own boat — its prop, in particu-
lar — however, other boats are just as 
dangerous, as Young Tai Hang tragically 
discovered . He lost his life after surfacing 
without carefully listening for approach-
ing boats . On the February 17, the 
54-year-old diver from Hong Kong died 
after he was struck in the head by a pass-
ing bangka boat, Myles II, of Apo Island, 
near Dumaguete in Negros Oriental in 
the Philippines .

He had been diving with his wife and two other 

Hong Kong nationals with Azure Beach Resort from 
another bangka, On a Whim . The skipper of 
Myles II, Juvy Baat, 28, has been charged with 
reckless imprudence resulting in homicide .

A safety sausage (delayed surface marker 
buoy) released from depth and before this 
diver broke the surface might have made all 
the difference . That is why they are common-
ly in use nowadays by dive guides at busy dive 
sites worldwide . If you are not intending to 
stay close to a guide or are diving in indepen-
dent buddy pairs, you should consider it .
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Being injured or lost at sea is a problem that can 
occupy many discussions among divers . Internet 
forums are always busy with armchair experts 
espousing what should have been done to expedite 
a swift rescue whenever a diver gets lost .  

But, the real-world scenarios are what counts . 
Today, many divers carry a Personal Locator Beacon 
(PLB) and have faith that should they need to trig-
ger it, international rescue services will come into 
play, and they will soon be picked up by a Search 
& Rescue helicopter . It may be true if they are near 
civilization, but many divers now visit more remote 
places like Cocos Island and Raja Ampat . 

Avi Klapfer, the founder of the Undersea Hunter 
Fleet, has taken around 18,000 divers to dive Cocos 
Island during the last quarter of a century . Cocos is 

330 nautical miles from the Costa Rican mainland 
and requires a 36-hour journey from the home 
port of Punta Arenas . His present fleet includes Sea 
Hunter and Argo . We asked his thoughts .

“In the case of Cocos Island, or [similar] areas, 
out of regular governmental search and rescue 
zones, it will take any team a day or more to arrive 
at the location . This is the best-case scenario, where 
rescue coordinators can actually intercept a navy 
ship with such capability .” 

“The chances of a drift-away diver being found 
and rescued diminish rapidly with every hour that 
passes, the first hour being the most crucial . Ocean 
currents in remote locations such as Cocos are 
affected by the island land mass . Just like a large 
rock in a river, the island forms eddies and rebound 

False Liability Release Answers May Have Cost a Widow Dearly
Frank Frost, who had been a certified diver for five 

years, died in December 2012 while taking a PADI 
Advanced Open Water course with Eco Dive Center in 
West Los Angeles . Before being admitted to the course, 
he signed a liability release, and by answering “no” to 
every question about his health, he indicated he was in 
good health . However, he failed to note that he was a 
smoker, had high cholesterol levels and was under med-
ical care for Hepatitis C and cirrhosis of the liver . Had 
he answered the questions truthfully, he would have 
had to visit a physician and be cleared for the course . 
Instead, his wife became a plaintiff in a lawsuit over his 
death .

Frost became part of the AOW class that met at 
Redondo Beach for a night dive, where he received 
a predive briefing from his instructor, Daniel Rood . 
About 20 divers from other classes entered the water 
ahead of Frost’s class, but there was appreciable surf, 
and some divers aborted their dives . 

Frost made it past the surf zone, but his buddy was 
unable to make it through . Other divers had difficulty 
with the surf, and instructors leading other classes 
helped them out . Frost, who appeared to be in distress, 
was helped back to the shore, but became unconscious . 
When Rood returned to the shore, he saw divers 
administering CPR, but to no avail . Frost had drowned .

The plaintiff, Frost’s wife, Maria Vilma, contended 
that instructor Rood should have been closely super-

vising her husband, but, in contrast, the defendant’s 
expert witness stated that under PADI standards, Rood 
“had the option to elect indirect supervision” of his stu-
dents on the AOW (advanced) course and did not have 
to enter the water with them . The plaintiff argued that 
Rood violated industry standards by violating PADI’s 
standards for direct supervision by instructors and 
PADI’s buddy contact standard for divers .

The court did not agree . And, because there were so 
many other divers in the water, the California Court of 
Appeals (January 2018) concluded that the conditions 
were safe for an advanced class of certified divers, and 
therefore, there was no triable issue of material fact 
as to the plaintiff’s negligence . Had gross negligence 
been found, the court may have overruled the liabil-
ity release Frost had signed, but the court found that 
Rood’s errors were minor and did not qualify for gross 
negligence, and dismissed the case .  

For the widow, however, the trauma was not over . 
The court ruled that she was liable for the defendant’s 
costs . That financial blow to the widow perhaps would 
never have occurred had Frost come clean with his 
health problems . Had he visited a physician, he may 
have been disqualified from the training or at least seen 
the seriousness of his risk . 

(Maria Vilma Frost v Eco Dive Center et al . —  California 
Court of Appeals 2nd District, 5th Division 16 Jan 2018)

Solutions for Rescue When Lost at Sea
they are not as simple as you might presume
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currents . The effects of these deflections can stretch 
for several miles .” 

“When a Search & Rescue team, unfamiliar with 
these local deflections, arrives at a location after a 
day or even only several hours, they might begin 
searching at a wrong place, which makes finding a 
drifting object even more difficult . In other words, 
in remote locations, it is the vessel operator [already 
there] who must prepare and perform both search 
and rescue . Any other ways are left to chance and 
pure luck .” 

The Undersea Hunter operation supplies a 
Nautilus Lifeline to every one of its passenger-divers . 
Each forms an electronic beacon for use in a dire 
emergency . Avi says that although it is an excellent 
device, alone, it will not suffice .

“If a diver believes he can fire any PLB at any 
time, anywhere and get rescued, he is in for an 
unpleasant surprise!”

“Like any other electronic device that commu-
nicates with another system, it should be set up or 
registered with another available device — in our 
case, a computable GPS-ready VHF radio . We equip 
each of our divers with one of our PLBs, which is 
numbered and paired with our computable VHF 
radio units . When a diver fires his unit, it will alert 
several monitoring posts . An identification number 

will appear that allows us to head the nearest boat 
directly to a specific person . We practice it regularly 
and usually reach the test PLB within 20 minutes 
from the time it was initiated . ”

There are no hospitals or coastguard facilities on 
Cocos, and the nearest hyperbaric chamber is 350 
miles away . Undercurrent asked what happens if they 
have a medical emergency (as they sadly had since 
we initiated this conversation) and how do they 
evacuate the casualty?

“The only way is by a boat . It is too far for any 
local helicopter . Typically no other boat is available, 
and we must use the main vessel to go back .”

What About the Diver’s Insurance?
We’ve asked about the effectiveness of insurance 

for divers in the past (Undercurrent March 2018) and 
even if a vessel has adequate cover should you get 
injured while aboard (Undercurrent Nov 2017) .

Avi said, “Most insurance policies cover evacu-
ation . However, evacuation from remote locations 
such as Cocos Island carries a tricky catch . Although 
medical consulting is readily available and is offered 
via phone at all times, our experience with physical 
evacuation shows that insurers have very little con-
trol over the actual rescue boat availability .” 

Mares Tests Full-Face Snorkeling Masks in the Light of Snorkeling Deaths
After concern was raised about the recent spate of 

snorkeling deaths in Hawaii (Undercurrent Oct 2017) 
because some casualties wore full-face snorkeling masks 
that might have led to CO2 build-up and possible CO2 
poisoning, manufacturer Head/Mares reached out 
to Hawaii authorities to try to understand how these 
deaths might have occurred .

They followed up with a visit to the rEvo rebreather 
factory in Belgium (also owned by Head/Mares), to 
have the Sea Vu/Aria mask, jointly sold by both Mares 
and Ocean Reef, tested for CO2 build-up on in-house 
ANSTI scientific testing machinery . In the absence of 
any criteria for testing snorkeling masks, they applied 
the European Union norms, adopted by organizations 
such as NASA, for testing full-face scuba diving masks .

They discovered that the CO2 build-up in the Sea 
Vu/Aria mask was about 50 percent of the maximum 
allowed for a slow and calm breathing rate . This build-
up dropped to about 20 percent for a heavy breathing 
rate similar to that of a panicked snorkeler . In other 
words, the higher the stress level of the user, the better 
the mask performed .

Not only did Head/Mares have their own Sea Vu/
Aria mask tested, but also tested examples of three 
other lower-cost masks . Those three, which they won’t 
name, failed to meet the standard for CO2 build-up at 
the relaxed breathing rate .

Sergio Gamberini, boss of manufacturer Ocean 
Reef, said that the Sea Vu/Aria was developed from the 
Ocean Reef range of full-face scuba masks (with regu-
lators) that were originally based on the design of an 
Italian firefighter’s mask .

Stefan Michl of Head/Mares was reluctant to spell 
out the design differences from other full-face snorkel-
ing masks . He told Undercurrent, “Right now we are all 
trying to protect our in-depth knowledge by design and 
function patents while cheap Chinese imitations flood 
the markets . By explaining all details, I would also dis-
close a lot of knowledge .”

That said, it is not clear what caused the recent 
drowning deaths in Hawaii, since the actual brands of 
the masks used have not been released . But, there is a 
common factor between 10 of the 11 victims: they were 
men over the age of 50 .
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Does Your Light Cause Critters Harm?
are high-powered video lights a concern?

It was during early attempts at macro photog-
raphy at night at Grand Turk’s reef wall that I first 
discovered the hazardous effect of artificial light on 
small critters . Every time I lined up my camera on 

one, it would disappear before I had time to record 
it . It was some time before I realized a big grouper 
had taken up station next to me and was literally 
sucking my subjects, mesmerized by the light, out 
of my picture . In Egypt’s Red Sea, lionfish have 

learned to do the same at night in a commensal 
relationship with divers’ flashlights .

Stéphan G . Reebs of the Université de Moncton, 
Canada, wrote in 2007 how fishes at night exposed 
to a bright light suffer ‘light shock’ — becoming 
motionless and often sinking to the bottom [where 
it is shallow] . “This may give the illusion of sleep 
when in fact it is only a short-lived reaction to a tem-
porally abnormal stimulus .”

At Manuelita (Cocos Island), great hordes of 
white-tip reef sharks follow divers at night like packs 
of hounds, picking off small creatures that are tem-
porarily immobilized by beams of light from div-
ers . It’s a spectacular experience for the divers but 

Great hordes of white-tip reef sharks follow 
divers at night like packs of hounds

“They do ‘the best they can,’ which is their com-
mitment over all . Unless they own or have their 
own vessel on standby (which they rarely do), they 
will continue to offer ‘their best .’ This means they 
have an agreement with a local, or in some cases, 
a regional contact that receives a call from their 
dispatch (somewhere else in the world) . They most 
often know very little about conditions in the area 
concerned .”

“They then refer the request to their liaison 
office, which usually goes through another local 
link to call a vessel owner on their list, who then 
alerts the crew . The captain then needs to get the 
boat prepared and fueled, but only after they get 
an advance payment through a bank . This all takes 
time — usually until the next day . This is if you are 
lucky to have the services of such a boat at all .”

So does the Undersea Hunter fleet have its own 
emergency rescue plan in place?

“We must, and we do! The safest way is to handle 
the evacuation through our local contact with vari-
ous boat owners . Then we have our land crew expe-
dite support, payment, and fuel if necessary . We 
claim the cost from the insurance, which is usually 
committed to cover it . This is considered a bargain 
on their behalf because of the efficient way we offer 
to get [their insurance liability] out from a tight 
corner .”

What further advice does Avi offer to divers con-

sidering trips to these ever-more-remote locations? 

“Ask the operator how they handle [an emer-
gency] evacuation . If insurance is the answer, then 
at least, for example at Cocos, you know what your 
chances are going to be .”

So it looks as though carrying a PLB and having 
fully paid-up insurance cover doesn’t make a diver 
immune from problems?

Avi advises, “Hand-held VHF radios with built-in 
GPS are readily available and affordable, and these 
are used in conjunction with a Personal Location 
Beacon (PLB) . My suggestion is to buy the VHF 
radio alongside the PLB . One such VHF can serve 
any number of PLBs .

 The diver should set the hand-held VHF up to 
the right screen mode and hand it to the skiff or 
boat operator, together with a short explanation of 
what to do should the alarm sound . Be aware that 
the alarm signal is not constant . It is set to alternate 
[over a period of time] to conserve the PLB’s bat-
tery power . So the would-be rescuer must know and 
recognize the specific intervals .”

So, in most remote locations, a local and autono-
mous solution is the most effective . Also, every diver 
should carry a highly visible attention-grabbing 
device such as a flag on an extending pole or a 
safety sausage, for use at the surface . A low-tech 
response to getting lost at sea can often be the 
quickest .
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catastrophic for small fish that were hiding in the 
darkness .

Clearly, illuminating a small fish or critter with 
a bright light at night can make it vulnerable to 
predation . But, can the light itself do direct harm 
to those creatures caught in its beam? Subscriber 
Harvey S . Cohen (Middletown, NJ) wonders about 
this possible harm from a light beam and in an 
email to Undercurrent . He said, “I wish dive 
operators would discuss torch [lighting] etiquette 
in briefings for night dives . 

Divers become aware that light-sensitive animals 
like crinoids only spread their fronds in the dark-
ness and to point a beam of light at them makes 
them curl up in shyness, but is there any science to 
Harvey Cohen’s concern? Does the beam of your 
light damage critters in some way? Some modern 
video lights push out a fantastic amount of light in 
lumens . 

Is There a Physiological Effect?
Well, there doesn’t seem to be a lot of science on 

fish, critters and night lights, but we may extrapo-
late .

The International Dark Sky Association website says 
“Nocturnal animals sleep during the day and are 

active at night . Light pollution radically alters their 
night-time environment by turning night into day . 
According to research scientist Christopher Kyba, 
for nocturnal animals, “the introduction of artificial 
light probably represents the most drastic change 
human beings have made to their environment .”

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 
Commission tells us that “the effect on diurnal crea-
tures is that it alters their sleep patterns, resulting in 
them not getting enough sleep, not having enough 
downtime for the body to repair itself, altering 
reproductive cycles .”

Dr . Anika Brüning of Freie Universität Berlin 
wrote her Ph .D . thesis Disruptive light: when night 
becomes day for fish (recorded on the website of 
the Leibniz-Institute of Freshwater Ecology and 
Inland Fisheries) . She concluded that light pollu-
tion influences biological rhythms of fish [and pre-
sumably other marine creatures]  . . . the hormone 
melatonin is mainly responsible for these rhythms  
 . . . Melatonin is mainly produced at night and  . . . 
constantly provides fish with information about the 
season and time of day . Night light suppresses the 
nocturnal increase in the melatonin level, which 
may disrupt processes that follow this hormonal 
rhythm .” She says that the suppression of the mela-

So Who Owns PADI?
The Professional Association of Diving Instructors 

(PADI) may be the biggest and most influential dive-
training agency in the world, but it has metamor-
phosed since its original conception, by John Cronin 
and Ralph Erickson, and from its original mission state-
ment, to become big business .

Once the original owners had passed away, it was 
sold as a going concern to an investment company, 
Providence Equity, that got a good return on the 
deal when it sold it in short order to its latest owner, 
Mandarinfish Holdings .

With that company name and with the incredible 
growth of the diving market in the Far East, many 
assumed that it was Chinese money doing the talking, 
but in fact it seems to be cash from a group of wealthy 
American families based in South Florida that secured 
the business — and for a price rumored to be close to 
$700 million, quite a discounted rate on the original 
asking price of a billion dollars .

Why let it go at so far below the asking price? 
Providence Equity had hoped to make a killing with 
PADI’s online presence with its Facebook page for 
scuba divers, eLearning courses, and eCommerce . 

All have sunk without trace . Far from the new owners 
being Chinese, it appears that the prime mover in this 
recent acquisition of PADI is the son of an aerospace 
billionaire from Palm Beach, FL, and it’s managed by a 
former Providence Equity employee, Albert J . Dobron .

So it looks like the sale of PADI to Mandarinfish 
Holding was managed with a little inside knowledge . 
Amin C . Khoury is the son of the founder of B/E 
Aerospace, who in turn, it is thought, had sold that 
business to Rockwell for $6 .4 billion, leaving the 
family awash with cash . As announced in February’s 
Undercurrent, PADI has recently acquired an online 
dive-travel booking agency (Diviac) and renamed it 
PADI Travel . The new owners obviously see possibilities 
beyond the core business of dive training .

However, it appears that these financial dealings 
with the personal profits assumed to be involved are 
not well publicized . It doesn’t necessarily sit well with 
PADI’s public image or the image assumed of it by its 
great number of fee-paying members [instructors] . 

(abstracted, in part, from a Scubanomics internet article by 
Darcy Kieran) 
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More Views on AOW Certifications
get the cert, save the grief!

As we get older, our experience as divers 
increases, but our increased level of certifications 
may not . I remember well, young divers giving Stan 
Waterman (famous for shooting Blue Water, White 
Death) diving advice on a liveaboard, quite oblivi-

ous to the fact that he had been underwater longer 
than they had been alive!

Although I helped technical diving pioneer Rob 
Palmer write the first TDI Nitrox course, I failed 
to give myself a Nitrox certification . After I did a 

lot of dives with prototype Inspiration rebreathers, 
I made sure to get Martin Parker, the man behind 
the Inspiration rebreather, to give me a manufac-
turer’s certification, as I knew that in a few years 
I would be disbarred from using one without the 
appropriate card .

In our March issue, we noted that many of our 
readers never got past the PADI OWD certification 
despite having done a great number of dives since . 
Randy Brook (Twisp, WA) told us of his experience 
looking into booking a cruise in Micronesia, which 
required an Advanced Open Water card for decent 
diving . This is the reply he got when he sent the 
Undercurrent article to Zegrahm, the cruise com-
pany:

Few older divers today have 
maintained logbooks

tonin rhythm that might affect the immune system, 
growth, development, and behavior may not only 
affect individual fish, but also whole populations, 
even their reproductive biology, and could lead to 
“altered predator-prey relationships, and could, 
therefore, have an impact on species communities 
and entire ecosystems .”

However, this doesn’t really apply to bursts of 
light, but when unnaturally turning night into day 
with long periods of light . 

Furthermore, we do know that lights attract some 
fish . For centuries, hunters and fishermen have 
used flames and bright lights to attract quarry to 
their nets, so powerful is the effect of light on some 
species . The inshore waters across many oceans are 
dotted at night with the lights of squid fishing fleets 
in the darkness .

So far as we know, there has been one study of 
the effect of photographers’ strobes on White’s sea-
horses, conducted by the University of Technology, 
Sydney (UTS) Australia, under lead researcher 
David Harasti . He found that flash-photography-
based tagging had no long-term effect — that is, the 
animals did not exhibit any short-term behavioral 
changes .

Some Ideas to Ease the Stress on Animal Life
So, while we do know that isolating a fish in a 

beam of light or strobe, can set it up for instant 

death by an opportunistic predator that has learned 
to use a diver unnaturally in its hunt, we may not 
know much more .  That said, this is the behavior I 
would strongly suggest (if your comfortable know-
ing that some of the critters you isolate will become 
prey) .

1) Don’t allow the beam of your light to dwell
on a critter for long periods and if you are shooting 
video, be discerning about the length of a shot .

2) If your video or spotting light has a red light
mode, use it . Few marine creatures can see by red 
light and are undisturbed by it . Careful photogra-
phers use it to line up their cameras on shy critters 
such as mandarin fish and then ambush them with 
a pulse of white light from their strobe lights . A 
red mode also allows divers to watch behavior that 
would otherwise be unseen at night .

3) Let’s follow a few suggestions put forth by
subscriber Cohen, which seem to make common 
sense . “Light up critters mostly with the dimmer 
edge of your beam— not the hot spot . Point out an 
item of interest by circling the hot spot around it . 
Never leave your hot spot on a critter for more than 
a couple of seconds . And, if you see someone shoot-
ing photos, or especially video, take your beam away 
from their subject .”

—  John Bantin
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“Nice to see they used your experience for this 
article . To give you some background, Zegrahm 
moved to require the advanced open water dive 
certification because there were a couple instances 
on our expeditions where guests who only had the 
open water certification put themselves and others 
in the group in dangerous situations because of 
their lack of experience and certification . Because 
we are constantly diving in new and exciting places 
all over the world, requiring the advanced open 
water has alleviated these incidents from occur-
ring on our trips since .  This is an instance where, 
unfortunately, a few poor divers ‘ruined’ the open 
water certification being enough for everyone else .” 

 “I understand the article’s point that there is a 
varying opinion and not all certifications are done 
the same way, but this is Zegrahm’s diving policy .”

John Miller (Lubbock, TX) earned his open-
water certification from the YMCA in 1973 . He’s 
director of training at the Texas Dive Center and 
wanted to chime in, too, with important points .

“I get numerous divers who come into my shop 
asking to take the PADI ‘self-reliant’ course or SDI 
‘Solo Diver’  or SSI ‘Independent Diver’ course 
or [want to] become a Master Diver or instructor . 
Each of the agencies has different yet similar mini-
mum requirements, but you won’t get it if all you 
show me is your OWD card .”

 “I find very few divers today with logbooks that 
they have maintained, whether paper or digital . 
Many courses require a certain number of logged 
dives and dives of a certain experience, e .g ., wreck, 
drift, deep, etc . The dive operator that requests 
proof of an Advanced Open Water certification 
may simply want to confirm you can deep dive safe-
ly and other safe practices .” 

“Have you taken the sport seriously and con-
tinued to dive and learn? PADI divers can earn 
their AOW with as little as nine total logged dives . 
Whereas with SSI you won’t get it until you have 

24 logged dives and some special training . I once 
went to Tobago with Sport Diver Magazine and they 
required everyone in the group to have their AOW .

“A nice dive spot near Santa Rosa, NM, is a lake 
with rock crystals and freshwater sponges . The 
owner requires a copy of your AOW card even if 
you are an instructor! It is her insurance company 
requirement, and if you want to dive the lake, put 
up a copy of your AOW .” 

“Don’t fault the dive operator who wants to see 
your AOW or log book . Know the requirements 
before booking your trip, and if it requires some-
thing like a Wreck Diver or Extended Range card 
to dive the San Francisco Maru at Truk, then get 
the training before booking the trip .”

Typical of long-time divers, our publisher, Ben 
Davison, traveling under his real name, has only a 
PADI Basic card (that’s not even Open Water), but 
finds his Nitrox card opens doors to the diving he 
wants to do .

Bill Gleason (Kentfield, CA) wrote to say that 
although he and his wife, Doreen, had been OWD 
certified for around 40 years, he recently got an 
AOW certifciation just “for the hell of it .” He also 
mentioned a friend who got both OWD and AOW 
during the same five days in Bali .

“This makes him think he’s super-qualified, but 
he totally lacks experience in dealing with raging 
currents, low air, equipment failure, assisting a 
buddy, and so on . We think there should be a man-
datory requirement of 50 dives between open water 
and advanced certification .”

Maybe the dive industry is going in the wrong 
direction, but it seems to us it’s better to bite the 
bullet and get the right paperwork . You can proba-
bly do it during your next dive trip without making 
any changes to your dive routine . And it will save 
problems along the way!

— John Bantin

Flotsam & Jetsam 
Another Bad Outcome of Climate Change. The 

sex of turtles is determined by the temperatures of 
the eggs buried in the sand . Rising seasonal tem-
peratures along Australia’s Great Barrier Reef are 
causing more and more turtles to hatch as females . 
NOAA’s Dr . Michael Jensen says that their findings 
are “a bit alarming .” Northern GBR green turtle 
rookeries have been producing primarily females 

for more than two decades, and the complete 
future feminization of this population is possible — 
with obvious results!

Disappointing News for Hammerheads. Costa 
Rica has had 10 tons or more of hammerhead shark 
fins in storage at Punta Arenas since 2015, when its 
government banned their export as part of its CITES 
obligations . Since then it has granted Costa Rican 
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fisheries authority to undertake its own study, and 
surprise, surprise, it recommends that fin exports 
(and fishing) be resumed . That’s despite two panels 
composed of the country’s best scientists indicating 
that the activity cannot be done sustainably .

Citation Correction. The citation for ‘75 Hours 
Afloat and Survived’ (Undercurrent March) should 
have read: Massey H, Leach J, Davis FM, Vertongan 
V . Lost at sea: the medical, physiological and 
psychological factors of prolonged immersion . 
Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine . 2017 December; 
47(4):239-247 . doi10 .28920/dhm47 .4 .239-247

Lake Michigan Sanctuary Proposal Scuttled. 
Wisconsin Gov . Scott Walker has rescinded a nomi-
nation to implement a National Marine Sanctuary 
in Lake Michigan that would have given Federal 
protection to dozens of offshore shipwrecks . While 
the proposal had widespread support, he apparent-
ly gave in to a few people who don’t like the idea 
of federal government intruding in local affairs . So, 
the wrecks will remain unprotected .

In Case You Were Wondering. Tiger sharks are 
at their most active in water around 72°F (22°C) . 
It’s their niche temperature, scientists have recently 
learned . Better take a warm wetsuit if you’re going 
to Tiger Beach in the Bahamas!

Old Tank Alert! Aluminum cylinders made 
before 1996 are under scrutiny by a British gov-
ernment agency, which reports the catastrophic 
failures of several made using aluminum alloys 
HE30/AA6082 and AA6351 . The cylinders were 
manufactured by Water Kidde in the U .S ., Luxfer & 
Reynolds in the UK and CIG in Australia .

Florida’s Manatees Dying in Record Numbers. 
The unusually cold weather in Florida has resulted 
in record manatee fatalities — 35 during the 
first three weeks in January — and we are “one 
more big freeze away from an ecological disaster,” 

according to the executive director of the Public 
Employees of Environmental Responsibility, Jeff 
Ruch . Luckily, increased regulations have allowed 
the population to double in the last 20 years to 
roughly 6,000 animals .

U.S. Travel Warnings. After incidents including 
one bomb detonation and the discovery of a second 
pipe bomb on the Barcos Caribe ferry, the U .S . has 
given the all-clear for U .S . government personnel to 
use the other ferry services running between Playa 
del Carmen and Cozumel . 

The Marine Apocalypse in 2048. That’s when the 
world’s oceans will be virtually empty of fish, pre-
dicts an international team of ecologists and econo-
mists led by Boris Worm of Dalhousie University in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia . The cause: the disappearance 
of species due to overfishing, pollution, habitat loss, 
and climate change . Already, 29 percent of edible 
fish and seafood species have declined by 90 per-
cent — a drop that means the collapse of these fish-
eries . But the issue isn’t just about having seafood 
on our plates . Ocean species filter toxins from the 
water . They protect shorelines . And they reduce the 
risks of algae blooms such as the red tide .

Midnight Emergency. Three dozen Thai divers 
were rescued by the crew of diveboat Scubanet in 
the small hours of March 25 after their own dive 
boat Choltara caught fire and sank in the Andaman 
Sea between Lanta and Phi Phi islands en route to 
Phuket . There were no casualties .

The Ultimate Risk of Breath Holding! Gabriel 
Crowther, 39, died on March 24 after he lost con-
sciousness practicing breath-holding in a swim-
ming pool in Salt Lake City . Apparently he was 
wearing scuba gear, but whether he suffered a 
separate unexpected medical issue is being investi-
gated . Serious practitioners have an observer close 
by to watch for underwater blackout or other prob-
lems . Crowther was practicing alone .
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